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i. CONSTRUCTION SECTOR AND ITS IMPORTANCE 

he construction sector and the construction industry 

is ar important branch of national economy and one of the 

decis uve links in the realization of the investment. Thus 

it hh.n  a greet importance for the industrialization of 

the economy of every country and fo¿ the economic progress 

in developing countries. 

Consequently, every country paja special attention 

to the development of the construction sector and of the 

construction industry¡  construction sector is also in many 

countries subject of extensive concern of contractors 

because in relation to the investment activity it has 

a long-term perspective. 

The specifics of the construction sector consist in 

comparison wit. the industrial activity especially in 

the fact that the production processes are mobile whilst 

the final product is at, a rule untransferable. On the other 

hand, the products on of construction material*, e. g. 

cement, oricks, ceramics ito,  has at present • clean-out 

industrial chai-acsor a ad it is even possible to speak about 

a well-developed i lustrial production based on continuous 

technology, mecha: ization of ¿he production process and 

oa industrial o?gt..ination oi labour and production. 
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Ih. construction „art.r itself runa tnrough the process 

of industrialisation and as a consequence of production 

of highly finished a«! completed part« and system, gets 

more and more a character of the industrial production. 

The construction sector - due to the volume of 

processed materials and the difficult, of their transpor- 

tation - i. usually ba..d in »11 countries on the local 

raw-materials basi, and on the us. and processing of 

acc.ptabl» raw-materials. 

Ill indicated factor, show the importane, of ¿ntgr- 
national cooperation .„* f.rr^iaal „,,, .».„^ in th# 

conduction sector and in th. construction industry and 

connected activities,  portant is the geologici «plosion, 

search for suitable raw-materials and their testing, further 

developing of production of building materials and of new 

tecnologie, in th... productions, formation of t.ohnieal 

personnel, .labor.tion of studies and project, for th. 

utilization of local r.w-mat.ri.1 ba.is and of launching 

production in the construction industry, industriali*.«,» 

of the conduction s.otor connected with th, préfabrication 
of components etc. 

Also important for the technical assistance is th. 

Information system on the achieved purees, on technical 

«•lutto», and economic results of the construction sector and   I 
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of the production of building materials and the promotion 

of succesful solutions and experience and know-how of 

developed and developing countries. 

At the sane ti^e, also important is the assistance 

to the development of national scientific and technical 

potential and to the formation of qualified experts for 

the production and research. 

Technical assistance to developing countries in 

the field of construction Industry enables them to develop 

these production areas and in this wwy to create conditions 

for a sore extensiva investment (in the production area 

as well as housing and infrastructure) and its competent 

and quick implementation. Thus this technical assistance 

takes an immediate part in the formation of preconditions 

for industrialization in developing countries, for the 

raise of the living standard of the population, for the 

increase of employaient opportunities in these countries, 

for the increase of qualification of people etc. It means 

that it contributes to the total eoononic and cultural 

growth in developing countries* 

for this reason, United »étions and its agencies 

pay for a long time great at tent i or to questions of 

international technioal assistance in the construction 

sector and construction industry« 
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2. IHTdRiUTIùHlL ASSISSE 

United nation, have oeen concerned m questions of 
¿OHäia^buildin« an„ phT.,.., r,,n||i|| rroB tae very 

".Sinnig of th.tr activity, especially i* relation to 

developing countries. Aa ,arly a8 in th, flMt ^^ 

Session of to. General As3eubly th9 prlority of solution 

of i robl« of housing ia to. world was stressed and the 

Sconcalo and Social Council was charged to work out 

. propra«. 0f activity in this field to effectively and 
quickly help ia Coving ^ h0U3ing ^^ ^ ^ 

tni. .„ t0 contribute t0 inoreaaiag t. e uviag ^^ 

»f the population. The economic and Social Council itself 

h«s been engaged in the solution of these options. 

Problem, in the sphere of housin- b„n,n Uäl11"' ouildiny and plauninü, 
However, have been increasing all the i-¡,„» 

=i"B an the time quantitatively 
•« «ell .. qualitatively, still aoru urgentlv th„ . urbanely tne necessity 
has been felt to deal with th...   v.-, 

ue.i witn taese problem in a systematic 

•ay and on a high professional level and above all the 

necessity of direct help to developing countr.es. 

in 1962 the Plenary 3.esion of the Sc^o a,d Socia! 

Council established the Coatte, for Housing, Building 

*nd Planning as on. of*. SpeoUi a^ies with the 

mention to concentrate its activity at developing 
countries. 
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Iiauediately after the constitution of the Committee 

it became evident that its activity must De secured in 

a more effective way. For this reason, in 1963, in the 

frane of the UN Secretariat the Centre for Housing, 

Building and Planning «as established whicn eisuree the 

fulfilment of decisions of the Committee and of accepted 

programmes of its activity. The Centre is, therefore, 

a real executive secretariat ox the Coamitte«. The Centre 

pays in its work a great attention to questions of inter- 

national technical assistance to developing countries. 

Together with it» many other UN agencies ars concerned 

in international technical assistance, e.g. UMIDO, UNDP, 

UNESCO etc. and Regional Economic Commissions, vis ICS, 

SC APS, SC A, BCU and further UNB30B. 

At present, the activity of ail these agencies is 

concentrated on problems of housing building, on the 

development of the construction sector and building 

materials industry, on physical planning and on a series 

of questions connected with these problems. 

This activity has a great economic importance. It «as 

stated many times e.g. that in the countries of Asia and 

Par Bast nearly one-half to t«o-thirds of the investment 

in developing countries «ent into buildings and construction 

works and about 60 to 70 per cent of this investment was 
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accounted for by building «ateríais and components.  This 

depending on th. stag, of development, about 4 to 12 per 

cent of the ^oss national product «as devoted to the 

production of building materials and component, „hloh 

indicated th. crucial role of building material, m th. 
growth proa.... 

ïor thi. r.«.on, the» problem, are subject to 

.y.t.M.ic .tt.ntion. m th. „«t p«t of thi. pap« ,0M 

r.sult. of th. .otivit, of th. Oo»»ltt..'. Wnci.. «. 
described. 

gitfi ^ftivity of mm 0lin b0 divld#d ^ four 

«ctoMiv« group«, vin 

a) r.nd.rlng ..rvic. to individual OH „.noi., m rel.tion 

to th. .orle In th. fi.ld of hou.ing, building and 
planning; 

b> t.oonic.1 ooop.r.tlon .ith d^.loping countri.. m 

th. .olution of probi.» m th. fi.id of hou.ing, 

building and planing, fir.t of all providing Jt.Miy, 

t.ohnioal a..i«tano. to th... oountrl.,, 

o) inciting dOT.lop».nt of r...«0h and studi., of 

^h-priorit, th.... m th. fi.l4 of hou.ing>  ^^ 

and planing, .tud, of »orld probi.«, and tr.no. In 
this soctor} 

d) organic ..minar., proc.s.ing of r.port. and dona- 

tion of tao.-ho» tód experience 6.med ln m. ^^ 

in th. course of technical cooperation or in research. 
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Generally,  it can be said that the target of all 

activities is the coordination of efforts of individual 

countries - including efforts in the international field - 

aiming to oetter conditions in housing, building and 

planning and thus to a higher living standard of population 

and to che improvement of tne environment. Special attention 

is paid in this direction to developing countries* 

Very extensive is the activity in tne field of 

technical assistance to developing countries.  The Committee 

and above all the Centre investigates and evaluates 

requirements of tecnnical assistance submitted by individual 

governments, helps at the selection of experts and carries 

out the technical supervision of their work in developing 

countries. Thus,  e.g. in 1968 technical assistance mas 

provided to 62 countries (mo-uly to developing countries) 

through 181 experts, in 1969 to 50 countries through 

150 experts, in 1970 to 54 countries through 187 experts, 

in 1971 to 30 countries through. I50 experts. 

The character of technical assistance is various. 

In some countries it only provides services of individual 

experts for special problems, e.g. for investigation and 

implementation of different kinds of financing the housing 

building, for the delimitation of methods of estimation 

of present lack of flats and of future needs of flats, 

fur the ioraation of filing and statistics in the sphere 



or housing   aiau uousiuö uuiiain •  e   •       ,      a. 

.lov-cvei-,   tue fülixluent or  tas:« .^ ri¡..h  it   ¡, uao.wo ^j.   *-uoù it   is necessary 

Weits»  ox   adorent p,of^^ons, 

•Lt   ,s e.0.   .or  _ie íoraation of   JJU;   ,eve -n^, rn,   ..,-,• -•-   «"-   0uv«.à.iiuiexicai  policy 

in  .M sphere or hou3iUù,   oulldlub ^  ,^aoal ^^.^ 

for iU9 elaboration of development  .laus of oousiag 

-iiax^,  of to. coMtruetion seGco;- ^ of w,ical 

Piaa.ua.,,  .or iuu for^Uon o.  researcu otißUiitutljaa ^ 

Soveraaental „¡ local agences ,„r tue ^^ ^ 

indentation of (M sovernuental I)Oii0y  iü the aWi 

for CJe f.,rjiBti0B Ma ,diloatlon of „^.^ youag 

worker, etc.   Layout not least,   tea.,   of exp9rts „, sent 

to  aeveiopiIlö cü¡u«le3 for tlie . 
vj.0aa¿z^i;iori ana ifflplea*n- 

tation of ouildiufe, iiouae. or of w ole -  stri -t. «..oie ^stricte as a uodel 
pat-ern or as a   .elp ln case of Mtur¡¡1 ^^ ^ 

catastrophes,  **„!.«. of experts froa ^ ^ ^ ^ 

field" are later evaluated and »til;,.«    • ° *"" u"iJ.zed wnen providing 
technical assistar.ee in other oases. 

fc0" *» Jases of tecn.i.H   •r,i,,,^a 8um. „, 

as  ^ iUustrstion,  Xn 1963 ..,.,   teohlUoal ^.^ ^ 

W was provided to ^osi.via for the elaboration of 

t*. -star Plan of Skopje destoyed Dy earth9uate.  m two 

yaars the experts sent by the Centre together „ith v       , 

rrt;~d in -—-. i;: :rav 
he =itv include defied projects. On this hasis 

e °On8trU0tiOa °f * - «« «** WUately be6afl 
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Experience from this work was used when planning 

a new town of CHIMBOTA in Peru which was in WO also 

destroyed by earthquake. 

Recently, technical assistance of the Centre through 

international teams of experts has been provided to 

the elaboration of Master Plans of cities and regions 

of such an importance like Singapore and Karachi. 

In Afganistan, with the aid of the Centre the Central 

Administration for Housing and Development of Towns was 

established and in I971 a team of UN experts worked there 

as a consultative body for the elaboration of a programme 

of rehabilitation and development of affioted territory. 

In I972 experts were sent to Somalia, Sudan, Algeria, 

Senegal, Temen and to other countries to assist in the 

formation of the housing policy and in the elaboration 

of programmes of housing building. 

In the sphere of development of building materials 

and technology in the construction sector UN experts 

worked e.g. in Somalia and Quinta. 

The Centre - under the guidance of the Committee - 

organizes in»cooperation with other UN agencies special 

seminars, symposia, conferences and other working meetings 

for experts from developing countries. These actions deal 

with a narrower circle of problems in the field of housing, 

building and physical planning. They are organized mostly 
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in some  industrially developed country so that the parti- 

cipants may have  the  opportunity to  ¿et acquainted with 

the practice of tue host country.  Soxainars are organized 

«oatly re^onally,  e.g.  for countries of Latin America, 

Africa etc.  Seniors deal e.b. with placing of housing 

building  wita che development of production of building 

materials including the utilization of local resources, 

wibii the organization    of construction industry and its 

development,  with the prefaorication in the construction 

sector, with the planning of metropolitan areaa and of 

new towns, with the alum clea«ance,  with physical planning 

and develops of towns, with the financing of the housing 

and facilities uuilding etc. 

UNCHflP in conformity v.itu its approved working 

procrée for rhe period im - W5 tries fip,t of aU 

to link the solution of important proulems of the housing 

policy with the solution of proulems of urban and physical 

planning  It attempts the improvement of the situation 

in the housing construction, the improvement of level 

of social and collective faciliti A«  0«/I +km v-wxve xaciiitxes and the oetter utilization 

of ouilding and construction materials.   It carries out 

various investigations,  organizes meetings, elaboratea 

studies and formulates recommendations in the field of 

housing,  buUdin, and planen,, .he Coatee (or the Centre) 

further collects,  evaluates and Gaulishes astica and 
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other information on economic, social, technical and 

administrative aspects of the housing building and 

physical planning. In the frame of the activity of 

the Committee the exchange of ideas, information and 

experience is being performed in all problems which 

arise during the investigation and collection of infor- 

mation. All these activities are performed with special 

attention to urgent needs of developing countries. 

Am important role in the process of international 

technical assistance to developing countries in the field 

of construction sector and construction industry is 

played by TOIDO. 

In the system of agencias engaged in this activity, 

UNIDO takes an important place resulting from its function 

as a coordination agency of UH for the sphere of industrial 

development. Its activity creates conditions for many-sided 

utilization of the local raw-material basis for the production 

of building material in developing countries» for teohnioal 

mastering of individual output and production processes of 

building materials, for their effective application, for the 

increase of qualification of workers and in this way for the 

development of production in these areas and for the increase 

of effectiveness of the investments. UNIDO has also a possibi- 

lity to support transfer of know-how and experience between 

individual regional commissions and to contribute to the 

development of scientific research and technical development 

in these areas« 
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All tnese questions are subject of systematic care 

in the sessions of UNIDO.  To siany of these proolems in 

the field of construction inuustry attention was paid 

at the International Symposium on Industrial Development 

in Athens in 1967, especially to these questionai 

Programmane in Investment, further Technical development 

and rationalization,  Use of Prefabricated parts and 

structures, further Standardization, modular co-ordination 

and typified (model) designs, further Research and develop- 

ment institutes,  ¿raining etc. Proa this symposium origi- 

nated a.so soae themes for a certain number of areas r9latin¿ 

to the development of the construction industry in whioh 

UNIDO is in a position to provide technical assistanosi 

- Utilization of local raw materials (including agricultural 

and industrial waste products) for the manufacture of 

building materials and components; 

- Feasibility studies of new and improved building materiali, 

- Improvement of traditional building method»; 

- Partial préfabrication; 

- Utilization of advanced construction techniques; 

- Organization of building operations; 

- Introduction of building control systems; 

- Selection of equipment to increase productivity and 

quality control; 
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- íiatablionment oí researcn and testing laboratories; 

- Development oí" ¿uitaole design in specialized fields of 

uousin¿ and oailding; 

- Hehabilitation and reconstruction following natural 

disasters; 

- Training. 

In the frame of international technical assistance, 

UNIDO has paid in accordance with itt. programme a relatively 

close attention to problems of the construction sector, 

especially of the production of building materials in 

developing countries and has been in the last years 

engaged in tens of operations in the value of many hundreds 

thousands dollars annually in order to form conditions for 

the developaent of the construction industry in developing 

countries. At the same time,  and in pursuit of this activity, 

UNIDO pays attention to the cooperation with UH commissions, 

especially ICS, ICA, ¿CIA, 3CÂIS etc. and seeks - in the 

frame of its competence - to halp these commissions« 

In a more detail we handle the activity of UNIDO in 

the special part of this study. 

As to the activity of individual regional économie 

coaadasions it is possible to Mention e.g. the activity 

of BCAJS working with its secretariat approximately 20 years. 

Its first report on Building Materials and on Construction 

¡Methods in Asia and the Far Bast was issued in April 1955 

and was a basis of negotiations on the third meeting of 

the Inter-Secretariat Working Party on Housing and Building 
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Materials held in Bandung,  Indonesia in 1955.  From this 

time,  seminars,  sessions,  consultations and meetings 

were held dealing with these problems and realizing 

conclusions and resolutions of the previous negotiations. 

In the frame of BCAFB and in some countries,  e.g.  in 

India in New Delhi work Regional Housing Centres solving 

above all specific national and territorial problems in 

the development of construction production and of 

production of building materials and supporting thé 

development of national economics. 

Great attention is also paid to questions of housing 

building in view of the fact that the lack of flats in 

Asia is still more pressing than in other parts of the 
world. 

Methods and means how to tackle this problem «re in 

various countries very different and depend on their 

economic level reached so far. 

At the same time, the situation in building materials 

which is the key development problem of construction is 

specific in every country. BCAJ1 has paid considerable 

attention to international technical assistance to indi- 

vidua countries. With the help of BOAFB and its regional 

agencies questions of building materials for the building 

of houses have been tackled and experiences in this field 

have been evaluated and transfered. Particularly effective 
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appeared the cooperation of the ECAFS agencies with 

the governmental agencies in soiae countries Tor the 

introduction of some elements and materials into the 

construction and for the realization of their production. 

The necessary development of the building production 

and of the construction calls in most countries for 

a concentrated care and for a construction of a sufficient 

capacity of factories producing building Materials 

in the necessary assortment. Even if the utilization 

of old traditional building materials is in all ways 

supported SCATS and its regional agencies seek assistance 

in introducing new building materials, chemical materials 

in the construction itself, and In fitting, heating, 

illuminating and other works. Ln expert publications, 

seminars and other meetings considerable attention has 

been paid to the préfabrication. Prefabricated parts 

from traditional materials, metals and synthetic 

materials which are in the world usually used as elements 

can also in most countries of Auia and Par East effecti- 

vely contribute to the development of construction. 

Considerable attention has been paid also to questions 

of construction in connection with the Implementation 

of economic plans that have been in many countries 

worked out. It appears that in many countries the lack 

of building materials has been one of the -ain causes 

for nonfulfilment of intentions in the development of 

housing construction. 
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At the sane time,  the assortment  of the construction 

production is not always favourable for the implementation 

of economic plans.  The meetings of the BOASTS commissiona 

have drawn many times the attention to the necessity 

of standardization and modular co-ordination as 

a necessary basis for the structural reconstruction 

of the building materials production and of the construction 

production in general and for the substancial increase 

of productivity in these activities. 

In connection with these problems great stress has 

been laid upon regional needs and peculiarities. There- 

fore,   in the materials of BCAFE attention has been 

paid to urban planning. These problems were subject 

of a seminar in 1966 in Japan. 

BCAFE has paid attention to the establishment 

of national research institutes. Equally the resolutions 

of some seminars and meetings recommended to the govern- 

ments of Asia and Par Bast countries that they promote 

establishment of industrial research association 

laboratories by well organized industries such as cement, 
plywood, clays, plastics etc. 

SCAPE further paid attention to socio-economic 

studies like e.g.  to questions of Economic Significance 

of Housing Investment,  Housing Finance and Fiscal 

Policies, Employment in Construction, Administrative 

and Legal Aspects of Housing, Housing and Building 
Activity, Land Problems. 
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At the same time BCAFE agencies have paid consider- 

able attention to the information and popularization 

activity in the field of methods of utilization of 

building materials. It appears, namely, that - as to 

the ECAFE activity - there exists knowledge of these prob- 

lems but that it is necessary to pay great effort to 

its puolication in a instructive way in order that it may 

be used and utilized in practice. As most compétent 

proved such popularization and educational forms like 

permanent exhibitions, enquiry and information service, 

organizing demonstrations, lectures and seminars, pro- 

viding documentation, film, library services, photo 

documentation, publication programmes and also promotion 

of trade training and application of building knowledge. 

Qreat stress has been laid by BCAFE upon the establish- 

ment of building centres in developing countries. The cen- 

tres in developing countries, after they had been 

established, devoted attention to regular publicity and 

preparation of building trade directories which would 

promote regional trade in building materials. 

In the past many countries imported most of modern 

building materials from abroad. Their non-delivery meant 

always a serious affecting of tasks in the intentions 

of construction in the frame of economic programmes of 

individual countries. 
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For this reason ÜCAFB! and its regional agencies 

pay attention to ^robieais of establishment of modern 

industry of building materials in individual countries. 

In connection with it proûlems of ouilding constructions 

and methods of construction are being dealt with according 

to the requirements of a modern building. 

At the saue time ECÀFE paid also attention to costs 

of housing building, first of all in relation to the 

used building aaterials and construction systems. 

The  difficulties of studies dealing with these problems 

are increased by différencies in the nature of items 

constituting the building cost and by variations in 

the coet of tiany items - resulting from local conditions 

in the building industry of the countries and of the 

regions. The point of BCÀFE was that in spite of these 

variables a study of this nature would be useful to 

housing experts and would help them to reduce costs in 

their countries. A series of information, data and 

indices has been worked out and given to JBCAU countries. 

Also were worked out surveys and analyses of housing 

end building materiel» in these countries and on the basis 

of different situation in individual countries basic 

development possibilities and tendencies were laid out. 

It is essential to concerned in the complex of production 

factors with raw-materials and materials for construction - 

above all - of houses but further of industry, engineering 

network, transportation facilities and others. 
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As regards other production factors, in many 

countries there is a lack of qualification - of quali- 

fied workers of all categories for the management and 

carrying out of the construction. 

A faster development of construction is in many 

countries slowed down by the insufficient conmiunication 

network. The development of cransport is a condition* 

for the development of all other branches in these 

countries, above all of industry. Particularly important 

production factor enabling a fast development of 

construction and productivity is the progressing mecha- 

nization by way of mechanical machines and implements 

as well as of big construction machines corresponding 

to the needs of production in the modern industry of 

building materials and in the construction production. 

flCAU will successively work out these problems in 

the future and help to solve them according to conditions 

and needs of individual countries in the region. 

Considering that we have dealt with some aspects 

of the activity and of international assistance of this 

commission in detail and that many features are charac- 

teristic for other commi sei one too we shall not repeat 

them and would describe the activity of other commissions 

in a shorter form. 
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Great attention to questions of housing,  housing 

building and housing production in general is paid 

by EGA.   It concentrates,  first of all,  on problems 

of development of housing,  on solution of housing 

building and of development of management and organi- 

zation of construction ouixding and on construction 

materials industry. In the last years attention has 

been paid especially to questions of factors concerning 

housing administration in relation to current housing 

problems and government policies. ïhese questions have 

been solved in close relation with the development of 

plants. At the same time,  it appears that special condi- 

tions for housing building in individual countries do 

not obstruct the international cooperation and,  on 

the contrary, they will call for it in view of the need 

of effective formation of the construction sector and 

of the building materials industry.  For this reason, 

KA pays also great attention to international cooperation 
in these fields. 

An important role in the development of housing, 

housing building,  construction sector and building 

materials industry have the governments of individual 

countries that can give and in fact give an effective 

support to the work of ECA. 
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Important is also the -,are of ¿CA to the develop- 

ment of research, to coordination and popularization 

of research and rationalization activity in the sphere 

of construction and construction industry. In this 

connection 3CA in a series of reports calls the attention 

to ti'8 important role of designing and leading the 

projects not only in the direction of the construction 

which will be realized in the near future but also for 

tne perspective. In this field too, attention is paid 

to international cooperation. 

Lu a series of materiale 3CA and its secretariat 

equally points to the need of a more extensive utilisation 

of local raw-materials and material resources that 

the African countries possess. In these and in other 

spheres (e.g. urban planning etc.) BCA organizes the exchange 

of know-how and experience, the generalization of most 

progressive knowledge and their publicity. 

Squally, like in other uevoloping countries, in 

Africa also exists an objective tendency of a broader 

assertion of new construction systems, of typification, 

of new construction technologies, mechanization and 

complex mechanization, of new production processes etc 

In conformity with these tendencies BCA will evidently 

develop its further activity and, like now, will provide 

the transfer and use of know-how from industrially 

developed countries of the world. 
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EÇLA which helps the econouic  development of  Latin 

American countries pays systematic  attention to the solu- 

tion of problems connected with housing, construction of 

flats, construction sector and development of building 

materials production in individual conditions of parti- 

cular countries of this continent. Different demographic al, 

climatic and economic factors precondition in a relative 

degree development tendencies of the construction industry 

especially as to building materials, construction techno- 

logies and prefabricated construction components.  -Ine com- 

prehensive material on housing policies and programmes 

in Latin America in the 196Ó's has been suomitted by 

the Secretariat of SOLA. 

SOLA elaborated a series of report», organista seminars 

and other working meetings where it has been stated that 

most of Latin American countries lack a definite housing 

policy. 

In connection with these problem« SQLA pays great 

attention to town planning and the siting of housing 

projects in town. 

In all these spheres JCLA pays attention to inter- 

national cooperation, especially to exchange of knon-How 

and experience in the field of construction sector, 

préfabrication,  building materials production etc. 

Different lovel of various Latin American countries in 

the field of construction of houses, cities etc. enables 
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* to ii^aice use - apart from the know-how the experience 

i uf ¿urope and USA - of many new methods from those 

. countries of Latin America taat have developed construction 

* sector and housin& and infrastructure. 

I ïhe industrialization of iae construction sector, 

-:   especially the introauction of préfabrication in developing 

|    countries calls for iniciatin& standardisation, typification 

?    and unification in the construction sector not only in basic 

construction works but also in finishing work». These prin- 

ciples aust be applied already in the design se as to 

Î    secure ¡modern construction in the whole coirle* of production 

I   factors. 

As in other developing countries, SCIA lays a great 

stress in these areas upon cooperation with governmental 

agencies of individual countries that i*êy support the im- 

plementation of progresaive proyecte and solutions of 

technical, technological and economical nature. 

In the sphere of ouilding materials production, 

préfabrication, mechanisation of construction and of 

initiating progressive construction systeas also la 

the future great role will be played by international 

cooperation in Latin American countries which will be 

a ¡¿ain concern of BCI4. 
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Great  attention to  questions  of housing ouilding 

and planning has been paid since its foundation in 1^7 

(as a first regional commission) by BCE.  The committee 

for these problem was established already in 19*7 and 

is one of the oldest agencies of SCB.  The importance of 

its activity was accentuated by the need of an extensive 

after-war reconstruction in Europe and oy the taska of 

new investment in the  sphere of housing and of all 

branches of economy) that were linked with the need to 

develop the construction production and the building 

materials production. 

In the beginning period the cos^ittee contributed 

to «change of experience in the field of development 

of the construction sector and of the increase of its 

capacity and productivity. Later attention has been paid 

to the exchange of experience and information on the 

development of production of economically advantageous 

building materials and technologies and their use in 

the construction sector. At the same time, the initiative 

w«s evolved to the achievement of international standard!, 

sation and modular coordination of size and feature of 

building components and materials, of the harmonization 

of building rules and codes between countries and on 

»his basis of the development of international t^ade and 

cooperation in the field of ouildin* materials and 

construction equipments in general. Results of work 
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in this sphere (two meetings of specialists in lv59) 

were summarized in a report which was extensively used 

uy experts in the construction sector in the European 

and other countries. Great attention has been paid to 

nousing policy in Europe, to surveys of housing situation 

in European countries (to this aim unified definition 

of statistical terms have been worked out). 

In the period of fifties a certain attention was 

also paid to profabrication out the final result still 

was not remarkable because it was the beginning of 

préfabrication. 

In sixties - basad on the analysis of the housing 

situation - fjreat attention was paid to the linking of 

housing policy with the whole social ana economic develop- 

ment, with physical planning and with the policy of 

environment ; at the same time, attention was paid to 

the assistane« to lass developed countries. 

In the sphere of development of building materials 

and of the construction sector and as a result of a more 

comprehensive approach ways to the increase of capacity 

and effactivent, ja of the construction sector were searched! 

the aim being, at the same time, to contribute to a faster 

-aking use of new techniques and new technologies in this 

field. On this pioolem a apacial seminar took place 

in 1%4 in Prague. 
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Equally groat attention has been paid in all fields 

to the development of research in the construction sector 

and to the exchange of experience. Later steps have been 

undertaken to the development of a broader cooperation 

in the construction research and a survey of organizations 

for the construction research was published. 

At present first -rate attention is being paid - 

following achieved results - to the relations between 

economic, technical and social development and the environ- 

ment and, at the same time, after the quantitative problems 

have been solved to many qualitative problems. Further 

questions of progressive methods in the organization and 

management of the construction sector are oeing dealt 

extending, highly effective industrial methods in the 

production of building components and in works on the 

building plot and questions linked with international 

cooperation and trade in the construction sector. 

Subject of concern are further problems of develop- 

ment of towns, of physical planning in the context with 

transportation systems, of development of leisure 

areas etc. 

iSOB participated in many actions et  assistance to 

developing countries and many of its materials contributed 

to better orientation in these proolems in developing 

countries. 
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The activity of EßE  deserves attention also as 

to the experience of its work because at the beginning 

of its activity the level and situation in many European 

countries «as very low and tne key sector for furtner 

development was especially the construction sector and 

building materials production. Its experience, therefore, 

is remarkable also for other UN agencies and commissiona 

and also for many developing countries. 

Apart from these agencies and commissions great 

attention to international technical assistance has been 

paid by other agencies, e.g. UNESCO, ILO etc. 

In the frame of ILO, e.g., to some of these problems 

attention has been paid by Building, Engineering and 

Public Works Committee. It deals especially with socio- 

-economic aspects of the construction activity and of 

the work in construction linked with technical progress etc. 

Attention to international cooperation and further 

questions in tho construction sector ana in the building 

materials industry is paid also by many governmental 

and nongovernmental international agencies and organizations, 

Generally - taking into considération the activity 

of different above-mentioned commissions and agencies - 

it appears that their activity in an important manner 

contributes to the development of the construction sector, 

construction industry and of ouilding (especially housing 

building) in developing countries. Their activity has 
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enabled to solve these proole.-s according to specific 

needs and conditions of individual areas and has formed 

pre-conditions for the fast ^UUì.G:S in this sphere 

in countries of ¿äurope and in developing countries of 

Asia, Africa and Latin America. ¿hese agencies pay great 

attention also "co international cooperation and initiate 

the widespread application of progressive technical, 

technological and organizational experience. Lu  all 

coiiL.lssions increasing attention is also paid to questions 

of typification and unification, to the management of 

the construction process and its economical and financial 

aspects. At the same time ¿reat interest can be seen in 

linking these questions with tne system of development 

programmes in various countries, with physical plans etc. 

This link creates preconditions for a more proportional 

solution of development and territorial problems. 

All these agencies pay, at the same time, great 

attention to the evaluation of know-how and experience 

of individual countries, to the publicity of the best 

experience and to the utilization of know-how and 

experiences from developed countries and, simultaneously, 

to the international cooperation in this field. 

With the increasing activity of these commissions 

and agencies common elements and problems increase that 

can be solved by integrated activity of all commissions 

and agencies. For this reason it will be necessary in 

the future to pay first-rate attention to common solutions 
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of some problems and questions and to common activity 

in a series of questions of international cooperation 

(through common seminars and symposia or other measures) 

so that ever more effective conditions for the develop- 

ment of the construction sector,  of the construction 

industry and >f the building in developing countries 

may be formed. 

J.  d'ISRNAÏIONAL ASSISTANCE HtOVIDED BI UHU» 

Tfc* activity of UHIDO up to now hat been concentrated 

especially on international technical assistance (elabo- 

ration of studies and projects for developing countries, 

providing experts and technical assistance to developing 

countries on the introduction of building materials 

production and on the development of the production 

technology, providing expert assistance to geological 

survey of raw-material« for the building production, 

organising research session* on the production of building 

materials, elaboration of technical and economic reports 

concerning possibilities of development of production 

and commercial utilisation of building mataríais, training 

of experts from developing in developed countries, orga- 

nizing symposia, seminars and working meetings to some 

problems, exchange of experience from many problems in 

developing countries, advice on the quality of production 

etc.) to the development of building materials production. 
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This activity supported mainly ways of utilization 

of the existing natural resources in developing countries 

and as to the construction sector especially of local 

raw-materials for the production of building materials etc. 

It has been concentrated» firstly, on the,sphere of 

the utilization of raw-materials for the production of 

cement, ceramics, pottery, products and baked clay, for 

the production of asbestos and asbestos-cement products, 

output and processing of marble, testing of raw-materials 

and of quality of products etc. it the same time, car« 

has been paid to the building materials and construction 

components production, 00 the utilization of light building 

constructions and elements to the préfabrication of 

construction elements, the technology of glass production, 

the output and processing of decorative stone, application 

of plastics in the construction sector, the development 

of construction industry etc. 

Attention has been paid also to economic questions, 

to the production of building materials and of construction 

system, to the financial questions, to the management etc« 

Special attention has been paid to the development 

of re sear oh. especially to the exchange of experience 

between representatives of research organizations in 

the sphere of construction research and in some other 

spheres, e.g. building materials etc. Further a series 

of studies and pilot projects dealing with problems of 
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building materials and components production have been 

worked out and possibilities of utilization of various 

kinds of materials, e.g. silicate have been analyzed. 

One of important and indeed exceptional projects 

in the last years was destined for Bolivia. It wa* 

the pilot plant for the production of asbestos. Its 

aim was to handle the production and to stimulate deve- 

lopment investments for the production and use of 

asbestos, for national needs and for exports. This 

many-year« project supported by UKIDO/UNDP involved 

costs of several hundred of thousands dollars. 

Totally, in last years in the field of international 

technical assistance UHU» carries out a serie« of actions 

in the value of one million of US dollars yearly. 

The value of individual actions amounts to several 

thousands dollars for the given country (in some cases 

tens of thousands and exceptionally hundreds of thousands 

dollars)• 

Totally, for individual continents the volume of 

this aid varies from 100 - 500 thousand» dollar« and i« 

essentially lower than in some industrial branches, e.g. 

in metallurgy (where it i« doubled), in the chemical 

industry etc. As to the time element, most of actions 

are realized during one year, only exceptionally fclgger 

actions take place during more years. 
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It is apparent that mostly these are actxons of minor 

importance, very limited and dispersed and that these 

actions can only partially contribute to the development 

of the sector in developing countries and thus to the 

industrialization of these countries. 

(The result of the analysis is that into the future 

it «ill be useful to make further procrees in the whole 

concept and structure of technical assistance provided 

by UNIDO in the field of construction industry. It has 

to be more purposive and concentrated in order to 

contrioute in a more effective «ay to the economic 

progross and to the industrialization in developing 

countries. 

from che analysis of the whole assistance it appears 

as purposeful for the futursi 

- to affect increasing of the portion of financial 

means in the frame of the UNIDO working programme 

to the sphere of construction industry because this 

industry has through the investment construction 

a decisive influence on the process of industrialisation 

in developing countries and on the increase of living 

level of the population in these countries} 

- to afiect concentration of these resources on more 

comprehensive projects that would more expressively 

contrioute to the development of the construction 

industry in individual countries and would have more 
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remarkable influence on the economic development 

of these countries; 

- to pay attention,  at the same time, to more perspective 

projects that can, in a longer period, help direct 

tne construction industry in individual countries and 

thus contribute more effectively to economic changes 

in developing countries\ 

- to concentrate more the assistance of UNIDO on the 

preparation of development of production processes 

in the sphere of the construction industry so that 

the technical assistance may find following materiali- 

zation in the developaent of the construction industry 

in developing countries« 

Such an orientation realized in close coordination 

with UHBP, regional ooaaissions and developing countries 

would enable to influence »ore effectively the develop- 

ment of the construction sector and of the construction 

industry in developing countries and would contribute 

to the acceleration of ths industrialisation process 

in these countries« 
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4.  P2RSP;¿CTIViS OHIäNTATIuIJ OF THE INTERNATIONAL 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

The up-to-date providing of international technical 

assistance has been concentrated in principle on various 

fields of technical,  economic,  financial and ^nageiaent 

processes in the construction industry. 

In the future international technical assistance 

will continue to have a great importance. After all, 

in all sectors of raw-materials output, their processing 

and utilization in a quick way technology and technique 

are being devo loped which are highly effective but which 

calls foe expert and qualification knowledge.   In the con- 

struction production new and more perfeot construction« 

find use based on a high degree of préfabrication and 

assembly-manner of building,  on complex mechanization, 

progressive forms of organization of labor and construction 

and on modern scientific and technical knowledge. In the 

future, therefore, it would be purposeful to lay firat-rata 

streas in the international technical assistance on 

mastering the whole complex of promotion factora that 

in a most important way influence the efiectiveneaa of 

the production proceas in developing countries. 
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Tili s international technical assistance should 

affect: 

a) all oaslc elementa of production factors, especially 

of modern technology,  further the technique - techni- 

cally perfect machines, equipments, aggregates and 

automation technique (apparatus etc.). iurther the 

modern raw-materials oasis (e.g.  raw-materials with 

hi&h technical parameters), and hi^h technical level 

and quality of products for the construction etc., 

b) all basic phases of the process of the DU tiding 

materials process and of the building production 

beginning with the search, survey and output of 

raw-materials to their processing to building materials 

and launching of this production up to the use of these 

materials in the construction or in the production of 

building components, prefabricates and their completion 

in the construction; 

c) basic areas of Duilding materials according to local 

conditions of developing countries, e.g. utilisation 

of the silicate basis, wood substance and of other 

local materials,  utilisation of e nemicai materials, 

•tssl and non-ferrous metals etc. in the process of 

building. 
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Further, of importance   • « th« assistance in the forma- 

tion of scienti^ ""*  research bails in developing J 

countries «nere the necessity of its ouilding on                         } 

a certain development degree will objectively arrise. j 

If,  at present,  the international technical assistane« j 

deals espacially ,1th tecnnical proca.se. in the production,   J 

in tne future,  it will have to have as it. oodect treative      ] 

processes in science and research. Of great importance j 

will be also tne diaaaainati^ of scientif* 7 •"* "ffl*"1^! 

information. 

In some cases the international technical assistance 

can be directed also to the mastering .OB* Uysncfd, pro- 

ductions that can be introduced in developing countries. 

The introduction of licence means technical and techno- 

logical mastering of the whole proce.e, of the basio 

raw-materials and materials, the quality and precision 

of produced elements and components and a aeries of 

questions connected with the application processai. 

Licence production can enabli to quickly introduce and 

master whole construction systems and implementation la 

the investment construction in production spheres 

as well aa in nousing and infrastructure. 

Ohe decisive factor* will be in the production prece»« 

and in science ana researcu workers,  their qualification 

and aDility to master demanding and highly comprehensive 

processes- For this reason international technical 
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assistance will have to be concentrated on the qualification 

of people in the production, on the knowledge of modern 

technology and techniques in various production processes 

and on the development of scientific and research activity 

in developing countries. 

If the level of developing countries is to reach 

the technical standard of developed countries, international 

technical assistance has to count with decisive perspective 

directions of the scientific and technical development 

in the construction sector. In general,  the evolution 

leads to the development oí more perfect buildings 

based on better raw-material and material basis, with 

better technical parameters, and enabling to build more 

quickly and economically with lowsr costs of purchase, 

of i&aintonance ana of repair of buildings and with 

lower running costs. 

general tendency of scientific and technical develop- 

ment in the construction sector and construction industry 

leads to further industrialisation of the production, 

to a more perfect and extensive mechanisation, to intro- 

duction of new products that would accelerate technological 

processes and diminish costs on the plot, especially at 

finishing, maintenance and modernisation of buildings 

and to préfabrication of installation elements and 

optiiaally completed systems of construction parts. 
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Attention should uè paia, fiati*,  to the improve- | 

meat  of use features  and technical level oí' buildings and 

constructions,  to  acuievewent oi  better heating,- technical 

and acoustic features  and optimal values of building. | 

'Jo achieve taie,   non-traditional constructions will oe j 

used,  technical standards will be improved and typification 

and unification of construction components will oe developed-, 

further, unification of technologies and machinery equip- 

ment for the production of components and construction, 

their transportation and assembly will oe developed. 

Of great importance in this connection is the industrial 

préfabrication and, firstly, the préfabrication in the 

sphere of silic&te a met all basis which enables to male« 

a remarkable progress in the industrialization of the 

construction sector.  To this will contribute also more 

extensive use of steel constructions,  of modern chemical 

and other materials and, further, more extensive assort- 

ments of production of components and installation completes 

of the light profsbrication. Of great importance in this 

connection is also continuously more extensive speciali- 

sation going i.a. to the concentrated préfabrication of 

construction installations and technical equipment of 

buildings and other products, ¿betended will be also 

the space préfabrication enabling further economy of 

assembly works. 
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As to the development  of construction technologies, 

tendency will probably lead to higher possioility of 

detaching construction processes iroia the building plots 

and to making use  of more mobile,  more efficient and 

more reliable wacxiines and equipments.  To this should 

contribute also more perfect construction systems of 

building linked with suitable raw-material and material 

basis and using a bigger share of completion and 

prefabricated components.  In this connection more, extensive 

application of modern assembly - manner of building will 

take place. 

A& to the building materials production, general 

tendency will evidently lead to the use of better building 

materials with high parameters, to the higher share of 

nonsilicate materials, to the growth of capacities and 

equipments for the production of these materials and to 

the more extensive automation. At the same time, a series 

of technological changes will bo realized enabling, to 

decrease the costs of production of these materials. 

In technological, technical and construction progress 

in the construction seotor it is necessary to count for 

the future with a more extensive scientific and technical 

cooperation between individual contries which enables 

to concentrate intelectual and material forces for the 

solution of decisive problems and to increase the effective- 

ness in the construction sector and in the construction 

industry* 
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Ail these  tendencies should take  into consideration 

the international technical assistance according to 

the conditions of individual developing countries so 

that the process of development of building industry 

in developing countries may take place in accordance 

with tendencies of scientific and technical development 

in this sphere and that it nay contribute to the economic 

progress in these countries in harmony with their develop- 

ment programmes« 

5.  INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE IRAMBOÏ 

INTER - STATE AGENCIES 

Problems of scientific and technical cooperation 

and of technical assistance in the construction sector 

and construction industry are subject of attention of 

many inte r-state agencies and organization, e.g. CkEA 

(Council of Mutual Economic Assistance), ©BCD etc 

In this study some achieved results and targets in thi« 

field in the frame of CkEA are dealt with. 

Cooperation of member states of CkEA in the construction 

sector is realized, first of all, through the Standing 

Committee« for Building the activity of which brought 

in 15 years of its existence extensive results in the) 

technical and economic progress of building in individual 

countries of CkEA. 
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The   task of the Committee is to contribute through 

Multilateral economic  and scientific and technical co- 

operation to the planned development of the construction 

sector and of the building materials industry, to acce- 

lerate  scientific and technical progress, to decrease 

construction costs, to  shorten time of construction and 

to increase the whole effectiveness of construction. 

In its activity it respects the natural and economic 

conditions of individual countries, contrioutes to the 

coordination of development plans of the construction 

sector and of building materials industry to the soient if io 

and technical cooperation, to the formation of a unified 

normative basis, to the improvement of management in 

the construction sector, to the exchange of scientific, 

technical and economic information in the field of 

construction sector etc. 

As to the contents of the economic, scientific and 

technical cooperation, it paye attention praotically 

to all fields of the construction Industry and spheres 

connected with it, especially to questions of building 

materials development, of glass and ceramic» industry, 

to construction-assembly works and to the construction 

production, to building design, to problems of construction 

of cities and physical planning, to exchange of infornation 

on construction etc« 
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The importance of this Committee follows from 

the fact that the investment construction in the pro- 

duction and in the sphere of housing and facilities 

plays in the economy of every member of CMEA a great 

role. Considerable means are spent on this construction 

and the «hole activity of the construction sector in an 

important «ay influences the effectiveness of the invest- 

ment construction and of the «hole national economy« 

Of decisive importance for this process is the industriali- 

sation of construction industry and qualitativ« changas 

in raw-material and technical basis of this branch« 

Great importance was therefore attachsd to intro- 

duction of progressive technologies in the construction 

of buildings and facilities and of highly productive 

processes in the production of basic building materials« 

Accordingly, technological scheues and projects of 

large-scale capacity technological lines l'or the production 

of decisive construction materials, e.g. cement, porous 

concrete etc* have been worked out. Characteristic feature 

of chess lines is a considerable decrease of consumption 

of labour, ¿aaterial and energy - in some fields e.g. 
or mors 

the productivity of labour is increasing twioe the prsaent 

state and investment costs decrease. 
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Great attention is also paid to new construction 

systems, especially to the use of combined building 

constructions containing metall alloys, plastic and 

further materials. 

•n important subject of concern of the Committee 

is to achieve high level of mechanization of ouilding 
and assembled 

production, use of monolithic concrete at the construction 

of industrial and housing ouildings, large panel housing 

buildings etc. Equally important is the mechanization 

and progressive machine systems in ground, concrete, 

assembly and finishing works» 

First-rate importance for the economy of invest- 

ment construction has the unification of projects for 

a series of buildings applying light and effective 

materials, components and «hole constructions. 

further important target which is subject of 

long-term attention and where a series of positive 

results have been achieved is a normalization activity, 

especially elaboration of principles of a unified system 

of modul sise coordination in the construction sector 

etc. These works condition a more extensive specialisation 

and concentration in the construction sector. Important 

is also that care is paid to the environment and in 

this connection to the rationalized urban principles 

for the protection and formation of the environment in 

towns. 
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The work of the Committee pays,  at the  same ti¿¿ie, 

great attention to questions of international technical 

assistance to the development of the construction sector 

and of building materials production in all countries and 

to transmission of progressive technological,  technical 

and production experiences between countries in order 

to increase technological and technical level in this 

field. 

Systematic stress is also laid upon specialization 

and cooperation of technical equipments for the furnishing 

of buildings, e.g. lifts, central heatings, air-conditioning 

etc. 

Great importance also has specialization and coopera- 

tion of production of light constructions for industrial, 

warehouse, agriculture and facilities buildings with 

the aim to achieve considerable decrease of building 

materials consumption per unit and consequently decrease 

of building costs and of production of individual 

components costs* 

Apart from the Standing Committee for Building 

the problems of economic, scientific and technical 

cooperation in this field are dealt with in contiguous 

spheres some other agencies of CkEA. As to machinery 

systems for the construction sector and to technological 

equipments for the production of building materials great 
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importance has the  activity  oi'  the Standing Committee 

.'or machine-Induct rie s which organizes specialization 

of production in this i'iold.   Siiailurly,  it is in connection 

with the cheuical industry,   in the research and production 

of chemical materials for the construction sector,   in 

the relation to the Cowmittee for Transportation wher 

¡solving problems of construction of highways etc. 

In general, ^reat ¿tress is laid upon international 

cooperation in science and research and upon specialization 

in research tasks and utilization of licences. 

At the same time, the Standing Committee for 

Building pays attention to perspective targets, especially 

to possibilities of growth of the construction sector 

and of building materials production in individual 

countries in relation to natural and economic conditions. 

Problem of further development of economic, scientific 

and technical cooperation between socialist countries 

art dealt in the Comprehensive propásame of further 

intensifying and improvement of cooperation and develop» 

¿lent of socialist economic integration of OMBA 

¿ember-states which was approved on the XXV. session of CMS*. 

In this programme development of cooperation is 

presumed especially in the field of increase of technical 

level of the building materials production and furnishing 

of the building production with main building materials, 

products and constructions.  Further,  cooperation is 

presumed in introduction of new technologies in the con- 
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struct ion of buildings and also cooperation in desigD. 

Scientific and technical cooperation ought to be 

concentrated especially on the evolution of modern 

technologies of cement asbestos,  cement products and 

li^ht building constructions and new perspective building 

materials. Special attention will be paid tö the appli- 

cation of experimental automatised technological lines 

for the production of basic building mataríais. Together 

with the introduction of new technologies in the construc- 

tion a more extensive use of complex mechanisation and 

automation is presumed. 

Scientific and technical cooperation and specialisa- 

tion does not involve only the construction of standard 

buildings but also special constructions, e.g. under- 

grounds, long-distance conduits, highways, cooling plants, 

buildings of big wide s, etc 

At the same time, great attention is paid to 

typification and unification of some buildings and 

building components in order to achieve higher effective- 

ness In the building sector. 

The comprehensive programme pays also an important 

attention to technical assistance and more Intensive 

development of science and of technical progress in soma 

countries, especially in the Mongolian People's Republic. 

It presumes that individual CMEA wamberstates will render 

many-sided assistance, to the development In this 
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republic in the field of geological survey and in 

sending experts to ¡¿FR,   trailing mongolian experts 

in other count ri es, formation of their own scientific 

and technical potencial etc. 

This assistance - talcing into consideration con- 

siderable raw-materials resources of kongolian People's 

Repudie and vast development tasks connected with the 

investirent construction - will in a great laanner involve 

the construction sector and ouilding ¡¿ateríais production. 

From the character of this cooperation it seeias 

evident that it is concentrated on decisive questions 

and proaleas of development of the construction aeotor, 

of the building production, of housing building etc« 

for this reason, it «ill be in the future uaeful to 

cooperate more closely with these organisations «hem 

assistine, the developing countries and support a fastes 

progress in this field in developing countries. 
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6.  RÜSJoi:o¿S Mû K)SSIJ3ILIU?LìS G? ÖSSR IN 

TifcJ nii'BRNAïIQNikL TÄJxC'ICAL ASoISÏÏAIiCB 

In the last 25 years, flSSR has built up a relatively 

extensive construction sector and construction industry 

the know-how and experiences of which can consideraoly 

contrioute - with necessary regard to local conditions - 

to developing countries. 

fast development of the construction sector realized 

in Czechoslovakia thanks to state direction contriouted 

in an important way to the implementation of investment 

construction and to industrialization of Czechoslovakia 

and namely of Slovakia. Performed construction investment 

in the national economy have increased since 1948 

approximately eight times and have formed preconditions 

for the ouccessful development in all branches of national 

economy. The Czechoslovak construction sector contributes 

to a high level of accumulation and of spent investment 

resources in the national economy ooth in the production 

and in the housing and facilitisi building sphere. In 

many sections Czechoslovak construction sector achieved 

world level. 
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In tae last 2$ years the industrialization of 

tue construction sector has considerably proceeded, 

especially préfabrication (e.g.   the number of produced 

prefabricated silicate building components reached in 

last years approx. 4,8 million« s? of concrete, 

iron-concrete and prestressed components yearly). 

The industrialization of the construction sector has 

considerably contributed to the growth of effectiveness 

of this sector. In the production of prefabricates on 1 in- 
habitant CSSR takes first place in the world. 

%*# degree of Industrialisation is given e.g. in 

the housing construction by the fact that from the total 

number of flats built by enterprises of the Construction 

Ministry about 85 % is fro» whole-assembled panels, 

further 8 % is built from panel blocks and the rest is 

built in a acre or less traditional way. The Cr echo Slovak 

construction sector successfully builds not only standard 

but «Ito special buildings e.g. water-dams, high stacks, 

towers, poles, underground, highway network, gas-conduits 

and pipelines etc. 

Qit degree of industrialization la also given by 

the fact that la construction enterprises about 

4 million w? of construction components we used and 

tue degree of mechanisation by the fact that mechanization 

of groundworks surpasses already 90 % (and the complex 

atcaaaisation 70 %), complex mechanization of concrete 

works is about 60 % etc. 
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equally, fast development has been noticed in 

the production of building materials and in the technical 

level in this sphere. In comparison with I955 «»S» total 

production of the building materials industry increased 

about 4 times and very dynamic was the production of 

various building materials. The production of cement, 

e.g. » increased from about 1,65 million tons in 1948 

to about 8 million tons in 1971 and reached about 

550 kg per one inhabitant - in this way ÖSSR has ranged 

among 10 countries in the world with the highest 

production in this sphere. Production of oricks increased 

from 1,2 million units in 1948 to 2,4 million in 1971. 

These two relations characterise not only high dynamic! 

in the production of building materials but also consi- 

derable structural change to prefabricated concrete 

components. 

At present, ÖSSR produces about 2,5 million tons 

of lime, about 7 million m of facing ceramics,«bout 

4,4 million m of ceramic tiles and carries about 

24 million xr of natural stone etc. 

As to industrialization it produces - as has been 

already shown - about 4,8 million ai^ of concrete, 

iron-concrete and prestressed concrete, building compo- 

nents produces more than 1 million ties (sleepers) from 

iron-concrete and prestressed concrete, further asbestos- 

cement roofine, pipes and stone tubes, sanitary ceramics 

etc. 
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In this production favourable technical and economic 

parameters are reached, fijcperience from tLese processes 

and know-how of ÖSSR can contribute to the development 

of production in developing countries. 

ÖSSR also created in the field of construction sector 

a relatively developed research basis that deals - in 

scientific and technical cooperation with other socialist 

countries and in conformity with the findings of se i e no e 

and technique in these countries and in cooperation with 

research in other countries - with decisive problems of 

scientific and technical development in the construction 

sector. 

In the Czechoslovak research basis work, at present, 

about 6 thousand workers $ further large teams of experts 

work in the machinery - industry and deal with machines 

and equipments for the construction sector and building 

materials production, in the chemical industry etc. 

from most important state directed research institutes, 

let us mention e.g. 

- Building Research Institute, Praha with about I50O 

workers which has also branches in other Caechoslovak 

towns. 

- Research Institute of Building Materials in Brno with 

very modem equipment deals with problems of the develop- 

ment of production of various building materials* 
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- Institute of Civil ungineering in Bratislava dealing 

with research of various engineering constructions. 

- Research Institute of Building Economy in Bratislava 

dealing with questions of economy, management and 

planning of construction production in macro- and 

uicro-sphere. 

- Research Institute for mechanization and Automatization 

of Production of Construction Components in Prague. 

In Ö3SR, great attention is also paid to the process 

of building and architecture,  especially to housing 

building. With these questions has dealt for already 

twenty years the Research Institute for Building and 

Architecture.  It is a technical and social science orga- 

nization. 

The main mission of the Institute is concerned with 

the research in the field of the development of socialist 

lLving environment,  created by capital construction, 

arcaitecture, urban renewal and physical planning,  including 

Liu.* reconstruction and completion of the settlement network. 

Apart from the r o search in the given field the Institute 

performs still a number of other activities, particularly! 

- offers technical assistance, specific reports, expert 

evidences, analyses and similar activities for central 

authorities; 

- elaborates thematic studies and suggestions coccerning 

the practical application of the results of the basic 

activities of the Institute} 
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- within tue xraiaework oí its activities organizes training 

courses, seminar*, lectures and special forms ox stuuy 

for research workers, project engineers, investors and 

managers; 

- develops international cooperation with the institutes 

of analogous character in other countries! 

- participates by  its experts in the activities of various 

governmental and non-governmental international organiza- 

tions ana their bodies, prepares working materials for 

the consultations, performs consulting and expert activities. 

QtMs field of activities concerna particularly the C»i£A, 

UNO, 0.3, UHF etc. 

Apart from centrally directed institutes operate 

other various institutes directed by individual General 

Directories and enterprises. rühese axe e.g. Institute for 

Ceramic s Refractories and Raw Materials in Homi Brisa 

by Plssñ which deals with research of tecnnologies, machines 

and equipments in this field. This institut« is subordinated 

to the General Directory of Czechoslovak Ceramics Works 

in Prague. 

Analogously, qualified engineering; and deslng Institutes 

in ÖSSR have been built up for designing various buildings 

and productions. In the field of construction sector and 

building materials these are, e.g.. State Institute for 

Designing of Building Materials Industry Plants end Ceramics 
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"KERAlaOPROJEKT".  Further specialized institutes for design 

of buildings in individual sectors exist,   e.g.  in energetics, 

chemical industry,  metallurgy, machinery  inaustry,  in 

consumer, food-stuffs-industry, in agriculture, transport, 

communications etc.  In these state design institues in 

total some ten,   thousands of workers operate managed by 

outstanding experts with international experience. 

Further several consulting engineering organization* 

nave been built up dealing with questions of organization, 

rationalization and management in the construction sector, 

e.g.  Institute for nationalization in the Building Industry 

which has also branche« in the rest of country. 

In Prague operates a Buildinfí information Cmntr* 

which is a central information agency in the field of 

scientific, technical and economic information for the 

construction sector and for the production of building 

materials. 

Of great importance in the solution of investment 

construction, construction sector and environment in 

the work of architects. Because we consider architecture 

an interdisciplinary branch the architect gets to the 

position of a coordinator of many solutions concerning 

Investment construction, construction aector, environ- 
mem, etc* 
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In Czechoslovakia architects are associated in two 

national associations - Association of Architects of ÔSR 

and Association of Slovak Architects. Both these organi- 

zations (the first having more than 1000 member the second 

nearly ?00 members) associate outstanding Czech and Slovak 

architects with extensive international experience. 

Working programme of the Associations of Architects 

ia based on and directly linked with the taska of economic 

development plans and supports the achievement of their 

targets. 

Associations of architects laid out as a target to 

turn th ir attention, firstly, to the areas with most 

extensive investment construction. Part of both national 

Associations structure are expert cornassions dealing 

with and assisting in solutions of actual questions of 

construction, housing, transportation, leisure etc. 

These connaissions present proposals which are - after 

having been taken up by central committees of associations 

- submitted to governmental agencies. 

Czechoslovakia has further gained experiences in 

planning and management of construction, in typification 

and unification of construction elements and buildings, 

in physical planning etc. 
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The Study and Typification Institute,  Prague,  is 

a specialized institute for the  development and typification 

(standardization)  of residential  buildings,   buildings for 

pre-school and school education,   buildings for communal 

facilities and the technical amenities of housing estates 

and settlements. 

The activities of the Institut« in the afore mentioned 

fields comprizes i 

- analyses in the field of capital construction and technical 

construction policy, 

"* research and development problems of the design of 

structures of system-built buildings, particularly 

programming for computer-aided design, 

" ¿evelPPment and prognostic »róbleme of technical and 

technological designs of structural systems of buildings 

of reinforced concrete, electrical installations, heating, 

ventilating, airconditioning and sanitary installation« 

(plumbing, drainage), 

- typifioation problem» (typification instruction« and 

typified - i.e.  standard - designs) of the individual 

parts of aoove mentioned ouildings and their structural 

systems on the basis of international (ISO) modular 

coordination (10 cm module) and the principles of flexi- 

bility of architectural design and planning as well a« 

a long term (10 - 12 years) dimensional, formal and 

funcional constancy of the basic structural components 
of systems, 
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- standardization in the field of architectural and 

structural design of the above mentioned types of 

buildings incl.  the standardization of the contens, 

extent and graphic presentation of designs and standard 
designs. 

The Institute has been active in the above mentioned 

fields for over 25 years,  of which 15 years on an inter- 

national scale. 

Of great importane« for the development of industrial 

and housing building and for the construction of towns 

and villages is regional fatesi! i>i^^ff.  ïfcese 

questions are subject of concern in Czechoslovakia 
of TERPLAN. 

Bstablished 20 years ago, TOPLAH. O zacho« iQ*air 

Instituts for Regional Pianni^ ha3 worked out up tQ ÜQW 

hundreds of projects for the government, for different 

ministries, for local suthoritiss and for international 

bodies. The scope of work cover, a large field from regional 

development plans to all types of physical plans, always 

with the emphasis on industrial and other economic activities 

and taking into consideration natural, eoonoaic, technical 

«nd deaographioal conditions of respective territories. 
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Besides, some special projects and studies have been 

or are being worked out, e.g. 

- Feasibility studies of location of particular industries 

(power stations, cement planta etc.) 

- Prognosis of the settlement network in the whole country 

with a view to development potential of different areas 

or towns and thj resulting housing policy, 

- Studies on preservation and amelioration of environment 

affected by industrial development, 

- Establishment of the integrated information system 

(data bank) for collecting, processing and utilisation 

of all data relevant for development of particular areas. 

The complexity of the institute's work requires 

cooperation of specialists of different professions (urban 

planners, architects, economists, geographers, demographers, 

specialists for transportation, water and energy supply etc.). 

Furthermore the design capacity of the institute has a 

profound background in its mm research work and in a close 

cooperation with other specialized design and research 

organizations in Czechoslovakia and  abroad. 

The institute has contributed to united Nations develop- 

ment activities. Its first work for the United Nations was 

the Pre-Project Study for the Development of Tourism in 

Tunisia, in 1966. Some of the experts of the institute 

participated in a few UN actions as consultants. 
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For the UNIDO the institute worked out the "Study for 

the Establishment and the Utilization of a Collection of 

Feasibility Studies by UNIDO» in 1970.  This relatively 

short  study proposed the classification of studies desirable 

to support the development of industries in developing 

countries. Furthermore,  the study proposed the content 

of the respective type of studies, the method of cataloguing 

and classification of the collection, the processing of data 

presented by studies and recommended the utilisation and 

dissemination of studies to users. 

In the frame of its activity TERPUN renders assistan- 

ce to the Industrial Inquiry Service of the UHIDO and 

occasionally secured cooperation of other Czechoslovak 

specialised agencies. From I97I TSïPLâN participate* in 

the important UK project »Master Plan for the Karachi 

Metropolitan Hegion.H 

*nis short outline of !EKRPLàN'8 activities illustrate, 

a relatively broad scope of studies and projects with which 

the institute could contribute to the work of UHDX). These 

could be location studies, analyses of the most suitable 

specialisation of economio activities in a selected area 

of a developing country or in the »hole country, the impact 

of a rapidly growing industrial centre (or of a new big 

industrial plant) on housing, infrastructure, facilities, 
environment etc. 
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Czechoslovakia produces also a series of machines 

and equipments for construction and building materials 

industry and has vast construction and technical know-how 

in this field. 

The Czechoslovak construction sector sets itself 

great tasks for the future in the development of production 

and in the increase of its effectiveness and in structural 

changes and in the scientific and technical development. 

The basic target is to decrease the material 

substance of buildings through the use of new constructions 

and materials, to increase the productivity,  to accelerate 

the procesa of construction and to uiake use of new and 

more perfaet technical systems and working methods« further 

increase of préfabrication and complex mechanization of 

ground ana concrete works is presumed.  In the building 

materials industry of main concern will be the production 

of more effective building materials with qualitatively 

higher parameters, eventually of quite new building 

materials, further introduction of better technologies 

and automation of the production. Further typification of 

buildings and components and research activity will be 

developed. 

All these facts show that C3SR has *ood qualifia««^ 

to contribute to the successful activity of UMIDQ **A ^ 

the Industrialisation of developing countries in thi« 

sphere. 
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Already in the paat,  ÖS3B aotiveiy ^.^.^ ^ 

the wo,, of UNDO and CMciosl^ experte ûelped ^ 

countries to .evelop specific sectors of Qational eoQnoay 

and also the construction sector and the ouilding aerials 
industry. 

H«t year. flsSB prepares , few-„.8k8 technical 

workshop of urao for «!„„ axp.rtlt fro„ ^^ 

countries on question, of production of refraotori... 

Also for the future. Cast ha. „any possibilities 

for traasfer of tao,-ho. and ^.Iitao. t0 d„.lopine 

countries in the construction sector and in the spa«, 

of bull.ua, «at.ri.1. industry by organisi,* M*iaar. 

or sending expert, to developing countries, »orkiae 

out SOM studies and projects etc. 

CSSR,  at the saue titam    i«    «^j, ^^• »*"•» is    rapportine sa exten- 
»iva Jjcisntlfic, w..1  .„„ ,nnrnnll    eaoMMMM| ^ 

Xateffstion »Uh other B.l.,1,, ^.^ ^ ^^^ 

Us know-how and experiences and eaables to progress 

faster in this deaandiag sphere. 
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